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Abstract—Social media used by the users for various purposes. Many features and complete attractive application made social media is easy to accepted by users. Instagram is one of social media much used among students, one of the purpose of its use is to do online shopping. Technology Acceptance Model or TAM by Davis (1988) assume that perceived easy of use and perceived usefulness factors influence upon acceptance or use of technology. The purpose of this research is to identify the influence of perceived easy of use and perceived usefulness by user on the actual usage of social media Instagram in online shopping activity among Sumatra Utara University students. This research uses the quantitative method by spreading questionnaire to 96 respondents. Data processed by using SPSS version 20. The research results show that both variables of perceived easy of use and perceived usefulness was influence upon the actual usage of social media Instagram in online shopping activity among University Sumatra Utara students. The influence is 45.3 percent in medium category.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of the media at marketing activity, also accompanied with the development of communication and information technology. Currently marketing have enter its phase which are affected by increasing the role of information technology that brings opportunities and market competition not only in the context of real world, but also on the virtual world. The development which related to technology, have an impact at ease information that can be obtained by consumers to make the purchase decision, especially during the preparatory phase introduction of needs and information searching (karaatli et al. In grant, 2015). The development of the latest technology web 2.0 or known as social media. The emergence of social media has been presenting new business model based on social media with a characteristic of interaktivitas connectivity and customers where technology has effect on how global network of marketers affecting consumers.

According to data released by the internet service providers association (APIBI) in 2016, shows that most frequently visited content by internet users is a web online shop, that of 82.2 million or 62 percent. Instagram is one of social media currently widely used by businesses in marketing their products and services. Factors that make Instagram favored as media promotion is a feature sharing photos that were attributed to other social media like Facebook and Twitter.

This research use the reception of technology model. (Technology acceptance model). The reason for this is even though a model or other theory for example the theory of the act of dive and write different things (theory of reasoned action), and the undirected behavior planned manner (theory of planned behavior) also can be used to predict and a detailed explanation of why users accepting or rejecting an integrated information system for, but a model the reception of technology is simpler and acceptable as a strong model (venkatesh and morris, in anggraini, 2015)

A model of reception technology assumes that his conduct in the receipt of information technology was built over two ultimate confidence namely the perception of convenience of use (perceived ease of use) and perception of the benefits (perceived usefulness). The perception of the convenience use (perceived ease of use) is defined as a degree whereby a person believed that by the use of a technology is for going to get someone free of the attempt, while the perception of benefits (perceived usefulness) is defined as a measured manner where use of a technology will improving the performance of someone (davis et al., 1989). In other words the use of technology believed will bring benefit to ones who uses it.

Research on this topic in order to test the Technology Acceptance Model has been conducted. Anggraini (2015) with a title the perceptual effect to the convenience of use and perception from the usefulness against an intention to use and the actual use of the social networking services based location (study at student of economics and business faculty brawijaya university). The research results show that the perception to the convenience of use have a positive influence and significantly correlates with the use of intention, the perception of the usefulness have a positive influence and significantly correlates with the use of intention, and the intention of use have a positive influence and significantly correlates with the actual use the social networking services based location.

Next research is hanggono et al. (2015) titled analysis of practice TAM (Technology Acceptance Model) in support of online business by using Instagram social networking. The result showed that variable perception ease of use has significant positive influence against benefit perception, variable perception ease of use having significant impact on the use of positive attitude, variable perception have significant impact on the use of positive attitude, variable attitude having significant positive impact on use behavior, variable behavior to have positive significant impact on real conditions of the use of the system with value t count on sig 14.829. T worth 0.000.

A number of studies that have been conducted before about testing TAM model, and the results will to come up with the phases of know the existence of the influence of inter variables reaches as high as , however from such influence it was not yet known, so this research purpose shall be set to continue research similar to those that had been done. Based on the above analysis in the background,
the purpose of this study is to find the size of the the influence between the perception of the convenience of use (perceived ease of use) and benefits of that was felt to be (perceived usefulness) on the use of the actual (actual usage) social media instagram among the students of university of sumatra utara,

Research Hypothesis
H1 : Ease of use having significant influence on the use of actual social media instagram in online shopping activity among university sumatra utarastudents
H2 : Perception benefit felt having influence significant impact on the actual use of social media instagram in an online shopping activityamong university sumatra utarastudents

RESEARCH METHODS
This research used quantitative approach, namely an approach that emphasis on testing teori-teori or concept through measurement variable in metric or points and perform a procedure analysis of data with equipment statistics and aims to test the hypothesis. Based on its kind, this study is Explanatory Research. Explanatory Research used to analyze relation between one variable with other variables or how a variable affect other variables through the testing of hypotheses (sugiyono, 2012)
The population of the research is students of sumatra utara university ever do online shopping use the service of social media instagram. Number of university of sumatra utara students are already known, but number of students who had put up online shopping use the service of social media instagram still unknown, so that we can conclude that population in the research is infinite population and methods of sampling used in research is nonprobability sampling, where the opportunities or probability element of the population of being selected as the subject of sample (Sekaran 2006)
The sampling techniques in this research uses purposive sampling techniques, based on the sample types of design (judgmental sampling) particular consideration, where the sample collection limited to certain types of people can tell us desired based on particular consideration, (Sekaran, 2006). A characteristic to be owned by respondents consideration for the sample collection in this research is the student who ever shopped online through social media instagram at least once
Considering large of population and unknown number for sure, so samples to this research made on the opinion of Rao (in iswayanti, 2010) suggested that the in the determination of sampled if the population is large and the total number is not known that is by using the unknown population formula. By using Unknown Formula Population so we can get respondent as many as 96 people.

Operational definition variable
1. Independent Variable (X1) perception ease of use social media instagram, referring to the extent of individual feel use a particular system easily comprehended and not difficult to be studied (Davis1989). In the context of social media, we can conclude that perception ease of use for individuals have the perception that does not require much effort in time or power to studies the use of social media instagram especially in the online shopping
2. Independent Variable (X2) The perception of the benefit that was felt by social media social media users, refer to the extent to which individuals put his trust in the of particular system will improve the person work performance ( Davis 1989 ). Based on that definition, dimensions benefits can be seen from the perspective of improve their performance and made less work effective

Analysis Data Technique
Technique data analysis used in this research is multiple linear regression. Gujarati (2006) define regression analysis as the study of relation to variable those who are called explained variable and other variable as the Explanatory Variable. The first called also as variable independent and the second variables called also as variable independentth. If the variable independent more than one, and multiple regression analysis called multiple linear regression. Multiple linear regression analysis used to see if the independent variable simultaneously influence the dependent variable. Multiple regression analysis in penenilitian is conducted by spss version on the 20.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Characteristics of Respondents
Characteristics of respondents relating to data respondents identities useful to provide the research. The data is divided into age, sex, and semester

In Picture 1 it can be seen that respondents in this research the majority aged 20 and 21 years, total 49 person or 51 percent. Meanwhile aged 18 to 19 years as many as 32 people or 33.3 percent and there is just 15 people or 14.4 percent aged 22 to 23 years. Seen of the characteristics of sex respondents in this research is dominated by women, total 72 person or 69.1 percent, while men as much as 24 people or 25 percent. Next, respondents in this research consisting of the students at the second semester to 8 semester. As in picture 1, the majority of respondents in research is at 8 semester, with 34 person or 35.4 percent, the second is the second semester by the number of 24 respondents or 25 percent, while semester 4 and 6 each were 21 people and 17 people or 21.9 and 17.7 percent.

The use of social media instagram
The use of social media instagram gives descriptions of how respondents during this consume social media instagram in their daily life. In picture 2 can be seen that the majority of respondents have used instagram within 3 until 4 years, there were a total of 47 percent of all respondent. While second position is respondents who has the use Instagram during 1 up to 2 years, there were a total of 32 percent. Been disclosed in the research this shows that quite number of respondents who has the use of social
media Instagram within the period of 5 to 6 years about 11 percent. And the rest are made who has the use of Instagram for more than 6 years and less than one year, the amount as many as 5 percent from the total respondents.

Picture 2: A period of time have used social media Instagram
Source: Processed researchers data, 2017

Dependence and craze of someone to social media can be seen from the time they spend to access the media. Picture 3 below show data about the duration of respondents to access social media Instagram in a day. In the picture it is evident that average respondents spent social media Instagram between 1 until 6 hours a day. There are 34 percent of respondents access social media Instagram for 1 to 3 hours, and 31 percent between 4 to 6 hours.

Picture 3: Duration access social media Instagram in a day
Source: Processed researchers data, 2017

Online shopping could tell a trend that operates by people from all levels since the incoming of media social. This activity favored because many facilities offered by online shop and features of social media itself. In this study, the majority have done online shopping through social media Instagram as many as 1 to 2 times. 27 percent of respondents have online shopping through Instagram about 3 to 4 times. Meanwhile many respondents have online shopping through Instagram a total of more than 6 times about 16 percent, and only 9 percent the respondents who have online shopping through Instagram about 5 and 6 times. From this data can be concluded that more than half of the respondents buy online through Instagram more than 3 times.

Picture 4: Many online shopping that ever been used
Source: Processed researchers data, 2017

Instagram become social media which much used by online shop in marketing product or services. The power of Instagram company which is supported by the qualities of an image that is either made product offered was more attracted. In the picture 5 above it can be seen that 34 percent of respondents had following as many as 3 until 4 online shop. 30 percent of respondents follow 1 until 2 online shop, and pull it a quarter of the number of respondents of the study this follows more than 6 online shop account.

Picture 5: The number of accounts Instagram online shop followed
Source: Processed researchers data, 2017

There are numerous types of products and services sold through social media Instagram, such as a product fashion, culinary, cosmetics, accessories, and many others. This research result indicates that the dominated and most often purchased by respondents is fashion product with 75 percent of the overall respondents. This fashion products are clothes, shoes, bag, and others. Second position is cosmetics product and the body care. As many as 12 percent of respondents buy the products through social media Instagram, other kind of products such as a product culinary, accessories, and other not much bought by respondents, the number who buy the products through Instagram each is not more than 6 percent.
Perception ease of use of social media Instagram in an online shopping activity  Davis (1989) said that perceived ease of use is a levels by which a person believe that the use of a particular system can reduce a person in business working on something .This means that a person using the media to support their activity because of they belief that the use of these forms of media easy and able to help them to make it easier for an effort to obtain something what they came there for.

Instagram as one social media much used by consumers or online shop in transaction believed to have ease factor as asserted in the model TAM by Davis (1989). The response of respondents were presented in table 3 below shows that the majority of respondents said agree that Instagram have easy usage in support of online shopping. They have the perception that Instagram are believed to have features easy to learn. understandable, flexibility and accessible, and Instagram made users proficient in online shopping.

**Table 1: Perception ease of use**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Perception ease of use of Instagram</th>
<th>Frequency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exposing Instagram on social media</td>
<td>Easy to understand from other social media</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure to users in Instagram are easy to understand</td>
<td>Easy to remember</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram being easy and simple accessible</td>
<td>Easy to use so that it can help making transactions online spending will go to the virtual business and payment</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram make users proficient in online shopping</td>
<td>Easy to share</td>
<td>2,3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source : Processed researchers data, 2017

Of various ease contained in social media Instagram, exposure to the menu Instagram comprehensible become answer to the most chosen respondents. alternative answers agree, namely 70,8 percent. Compared with other social media, Instagram have a menu relatively simple. Menu menu in Instagram including picture, video, geotagging, columns comment, hastag (@), and arroba (@). Simplicity menu is the reason that makes respondents own perception that Instagram is social media ease of use in supporting activity online shopping.

The perception of the benefit that was felt at social media Instagram online shopping activity

Thompson (1991) said that an individual will move into higher technology if the person is well aware of a benefit from the usefulness of it Benefit that was felt in the use of social media its industrial activity among others to improve their working performance and make the most powerful work more effective.

Table 2 below displays comments about the perception of respondents about Instagram benefits in an online shopping activity. The majority of respondents in this research disagree that they felt the benefit in social media Instagram when they do online shopping. Most respondents in this research said agree namely 68.8 percent in the manifestation of the online expenditure through social media Instagram was very beneficial because of saving the time. It cannot be denied that excess most dominant owned by social media in supporting the activity of online shopping is its ability in serving consumers through the medium, it not worth come to directly from store merchandise is sold. With the excess of this, consumers can saving more money and time because can do deals in wherever they may be, and can be having a deal in the sidelines of their activity. Consumers do not have to spend some time specialized to conduct the activity of shopping, as if conventional shopping in come to shops, the market, other and shopping centers.

**Table 2: Perception benefits Instagram in an activity expenditure online**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perception benefits Instagram in an activity expenditure online</th>
<th>Frequency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online spending through Instagram very beneficial because saving the time</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online spending through Instagram very beneficial because saving the money</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online spending through Instagram very beneficial</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online spending through Instagram very beneficial</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source : Processed researchers data, 2017

Besides saving time, social media Instagram can also helps a user to increase their achievement and eager to study because with online through Instagram, they will not need a lot of time to do a lot of task and the principal activity will not be affected. By the use of Instagram has caused consumers can be more quickly get the information that they need and latest goods, this makes consumers more cost efficient, and can be is focused for take more time to learn and do their tasks.

The actual use social media in online shopping

The actual use (actual system usage) are the condition of the real the utilization of the system (Davis, 1989). An individual will be satisfied devised a system if bear in mind the certainty that the system is easy to use and will raise their productivities, that which is reflected from real conditions of the use of Natalia Tangke, 2004). In this research the actual use social media Instagram in any securities activities according to the online budget for routine expenses is divided into three city indicators of the quality of like convenience be able to interact with, like to use, and it is not boring.

Tabel 3 Below provides actual about the use of university sumatra utara students in the use of social media Instagram when they commit the activity of online shopping. The average student who be the respondents in this research said agree that they use Instagram as a medium to
online shop because the comfort of interacting with. The availability of features a column comments make respondents feeling easily to be able to interact and communicate with the dealer and others buyers also. Comfort interact was also based on the existence of other features chatting features that made them feel easier to ask further surrounding point out a product they were interested in. The chat features has caused consumers it is usually felt more comfortable to ask more detailed about products or the do bargain price. The seller is usually would prefer explain their products especially surrounding the price if it is conducted through private message.

Table 3: The actual use social media Instagram online expenditure in an activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variabel</th>
<th>Indikator</th>
<th>Koefisien</th>
<th>Reterangi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perception ease of use 1</td>
<td>X1.1</td>
<td>0.577</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception ease of use 2</td>
<td>X1.2</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception ease of use 3</td>
<td>X1.3</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception ease of use 4</td>
<td>X1.4</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The research also indicates that the majority of university sumatra utarakastars love to use Instagram in an activity online shopping. Factor that has an influence dominant caused for his picture of products and a visual display in Instagram interest to those. In addition is also due to the availability of features hashtag (#) which make our customers look for intended products. Next respondents also liked Instagram as a media shopping online because of the presence of video features or also called with vidgram, who make a display products show up more clearly.

Other indicators in the actual use social media Instagram is not boring. 65 percent more university sumatra utarakastars said agree that Instagram not boring in supporting their online shopping activities. Instagram was considered boring because Instagram allow online shop post his latest produk produk all the time, and display product by good quality products made looking attractive.

Test Research Instruments

Test an instrument done in research there are two, namely the validity and reliability. Test validity is testing to item-item statement. Test validity done to testing whether research instruments used in research is right. A items said valid when the correlation across a score of the grains with the score total positive and larger than 0.3 (sugiyono, 2012). Table 4 presents the results of the validity research instruments.

Table 4: Result of valid test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variabel</th>
<th>Indikator</th>
<th>Koefisien</th>
<th>Reterangi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perception ease of use 1</td>
<td>X1.1</td>
<td>0.577</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception ease of use 2</td>
<td>X1.2</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception ease of use 3</td>
<td>X1.3</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception ease of use 4</td>
<td>X1.4</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The perception of the benefit that was felt 1</td>
<td>X2.1</td>
<td>0.594</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The perception of the benefit that was felt 2</td>
<td>X2.2</td>
<td>0.543</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The perception of the benefit that was felt 3</td>
<td>X2.3</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The perception of the benefit that was felt 4</td>
<td>X2.4</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reliability test is a testing to see the extent to which the measurement result remain consistent if conducted measurement twice or over against similar symptoms using same measuring instrument (sugiyono, 2012). A measurement reliable if it has koeoesien cronbach alpha same or more than 0.60. Reliability test carried out and served in table 5 indicate that all research instruments of the coefficient cronbach’s alpha more than 0.60. This could be said that all instrument can be used to do research.

Table 5: Result of Reliability test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variabel</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>Reterangi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perception ease of use</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>Reliabel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The perception of the benefit that was felt</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>Reliabel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The actual use</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>Reliabel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the linear regression multiple

To test hypotheses 1 and 2, test linear regression multiple has been used to identify the effects or contribution every independent variable which includes perception ease the use of and perception advantages on variables dependent namely, the use of actual social media Instagram.

Table 6: The results of the linear regression multiple

Source: Processed researchers data, 2017.
According to the equation regression above, interpretation of each coefficients variable is as follows:

a. A constant of 13,972, are defined that the variable X1, X2 fixed or not change so actual use social media Instagram in an activity online shopping among university sumatra utarastudents will of 13,972 points.

b. The coefficients variable X1 (b1) as much as (0.783), it means variable perception at ease the use of social media inamgram can make increasing use of actual than social media Instagram upon an activity online shopping among university sumatra utarastudents because proven that it's influence.

c. X2 (b2) as much as 0.427, this means that variables the benefits of the social media Instagram that was felt to be in any activities according to the online shopping affecting the use of social media Instagram on students from universitas sumatra utaray

The results coefficient determination test

The coefficients determination test (R2) aims to know how big the ability of variable independent to explain variable Dependent. R2 used to measure the magnitude of contributions together of variable independent against variable dependent. The coefficients determination test (R2) can be found by using linear multileGRation analysis. The coefficients determination is indicating exactness the regression equation is that estimated of a sample of collected value R2 ranged from 0 < 1 or 0<R<1. If R2 the bigger (approaching 1), so contributions variable Independent together against variables Dependent is increasing.

| Table 7: Coefficient determination test results |
|----------|---------|---------|------------------|
| Model    | R       | R Square| Adjusted R Square| Std. Error of the Estimate |
| 1        | .673    | .453    | .441             | 3.392                      |

From the table above it can be seen the value of R2 is 0.453 (45.3%). It means, varians variable Dependent that can be described as much as 45.3% while the rest 54.7% described by other variables that not researched by this research. Based on the categories interpretation of the value of the coefficient determination by sugiyono (2012) said the figure was included in the category of being moderate.

Uji t

The testing of hypotheses first and second used test t-test done by comparing p value with the α value. If p value < α, so significant. If p value > α, so insignificant. From the Tests carried out it can be seen that:

1. P Value X1 (0.000) <α(0.05) This indicates hypothesis 1 proven, it means is the significant

between ease the use of social media Instagram on the use of actual social media Instagram in online shopping activity at university sumatra utarastudents

2. P value X2 (0.006) < α (0.05). This indicates hypothesis second proven. It means is the significant between benefits social media Instagram felt on the use of actual social media Instagram among university sumatra utarastudents

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Instagram be a pleasant easily accessible to users in the online shopping. The perception of ease of use and advantages, possessing significant influence on the actual use of social media. Social media Instagram is easy to be used in online shopping activity among the students of university sumatra utarastudents caused by the feature that easy to learn, the menu intelligible, and flexibilities so users are easy to commit online shopping anywhere and at their own time. Ease is that they became proficient in online shopping. Next, Instagram also considered bring more benefits for those who favor activity online shopping. With online shopping through Instagram they are saving time and money, get goods they need, information they need, and more efficient that they could have been more use time to focus on their main task learning and carried out college. Satisfaction the use of social media Instagram in an activity online shopping among the students of sumatra utarastudents at university sumatra utaray shown by the actual use of media that's is comfortable to interact, like to use the media, and not boring. From the test determination known that the perception ease of use and advantages contributed influence of 45.3 percent against the actual use social media Instagram in an activity online shopping among the students of university sumatra utaray, or included in medium category. Although Instagram as a media online shopping proved easy in use and useful, but advised for users to be more careful with - do online shopping and become a smart buyer. Shop in accordance with their needs, avoid the nature of consumerism, and conscientious before deciding to buy. For the next interested to examine for the same theme, suggested to add other variables and research different consumer groups.
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